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LUXURY LINCOLNSHIRE BREWING

1)

[BARNARD, Alfred]. The maltings, great grimsby. [Excerpted from
Noted Breweries of Great Britain & Ireland].
[London]. [s.n., Joseph Causton & Sons], [s.d., c.1890s].
Quarto. 40pp. With reproductions of 12 line drawings and a single
photographic illustration. Finely bound in publisher's full calf, gilt, with
elaborate titling design from the original work featuring on the upper
board, above lettering 'The Maltings, Great Grimsby'. A.E.G., marbled
endpapers. Slightest of rubbing to extremities, else a crisp copy.
A rare, luxury production of a reprinted excerpt from the fourth
volume of Alfred Barnard's magisterial late-Victorian illustrated tour of
Noted Breweries of Great Britain & Ireland (London, 1889-91), featuring a
single Lincolnshire brewery. The Maltings, Great Grimsby,
Lincolnshire, were owned by Messrs. Soames & Son, who discovered
'the value to brewers of the use of a proportion of malt made from
thin, bright, sun-ripened barleys which are grown in Smyrna, Algeria,
and other similar districts...of the greatest benefit to the mash-tub
results. By assisting, as they do, the draining of the "goods", the secure
the greatest possible extract, and thus form an extremely economical
malt'.
Rare; COPAC locates no copies in British libraries, OCLC records a
single copy, at Chicago.
£ 375
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SMALLEST C17TH GREEK TESTAMENT

2) [BIBLE - N.T., Greek]. [Greek Title]. Novum Jesu Christi Domini Nostri
Testamentum. Ex Regiis Aliisque Optimis Editionibus Cum Cura Expressum.
Sedani, [i.e. Sedan]. Ex Typographia & Typis Novissimis Joannis Jannoni, 1628. [Colophon Dated
1629].
32mo. [2], 3-571pp, [1]. Finely bound in contemporary English black morocco, gilt. Marbled
endpapers, A.E.G. Very slight rubbing to extremities. Rust-spot to CC7, small paper flaw to
MM1, each causing slight loss to text. With the ink inscription 'Isaak Chauncy, 1656/57', in
red ink to colophon, further ink inscriptions 'E. Libris Elia. Mason, Const., 13s 6d, 1697' and
'W.H. Everard, Dec 21st 1823' to front endpapers and blank fly-leaves.
A handsomely bound copy of 'The smallest Greek Testament ever printed, with the
exception of Pickering's miniature edition of 1828' (Darlow and Moule). The early owner
Isaak Chauncy, perhaps the English Congregationalist minister (1632-1712) and son of
early Harvard President and Puritan, Charles Chauncy (1592-1671). The younger Chauncy
had returned from New England in the early 1650s, after graduating Harvard, to complete his
studies at Oxford. His position in the Church of England was short-lived: presented with the
living of Woodborough by Oliver Cromwell, he was swiftly ejected by the 1662 Act of
Uniformity. The remainder of his life was spent leading dissenting congregations at Andover
and later St. Mary Axe, where he was succeeded by Isaac Watts, and publishing a wealth of
non-conformist texts and replies.
Darlow & Moule 4676.
£ 1,500
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BYRON'S DAUGHTER'S FAMILY COPY

3)

BYRON, Lord [Gordon George]. The giaour, a fragment of a turkish tale.
London. Printed by Thomas Davison...for John Murray, 1813. Seventh edition.
[8], 75pp, [1]. With half-title.
[Bound with:] BYRON, Lord [Gordon George]. The bride of abydos. A turkish tale.
London. Printed by T. Davison...for John Murray, 1813. Third edition. [4], 72pp. Without half-title.
[And:] BYRON, Lord [Gordon George]. The Corsair, a tale. London. Printed for John
Murray...by Thomas Davison, 1814. Sixth edition. xi, [1], 108pp. With half title.
[And:] BYRON, Lord [Gordon George]. Lara, a tale. London. Printed for John Murray,
1815. Fifth edition. [4], 74pp. With half-title.
8vo. Contemporary speckled calf, gilt, with contrasting black morocco lettering-piece.
Upper joint cracked, final two leaves loosening from binding, else a crisp copy. Some
pencilled highlighting to margins. From the library of the Earls of Lovelace, with both
Ashley Combe and Ben Damph Forest ink stamps to endpapers.
A remarkable association copy of four popular works by Lord Byron, bound together and
once present in the library of the family by marriage of his only legitimate daughter, English
writer and mathematician Ada Lovelace (1815-1852). The King family built Ashley Combe
near Porlock in North Devon in the late eighteenth-century, as a hunting lodge; it was
cherished by Ada, who married William, 8th Baron King in 1835, perhaps because it was the
setting for their honeymoon. Converted at great expensive, it was to become their summer
retreat.
£ 750
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MANUSCRIPT LONDON VERSE, ENLARGED

4) [CHAMBERS, H.]. The Silken Sleeve: A London Legend. In Two Books.
[s.i., London?]. [s.n.], 1841.
Quarto. Manuscript on paper. [21]ff, with an additional terminal blank. Unstitched
wrappers.
[With:] The Silken Sleeve: A London Legend. In Three Books. [s.i., London?]. [s.n., s.d.,
c.1840s?]. Manuscript on paper. [26]ff, with three blank leaves at end. Sewn wrappers.
[And:] Two further short manuscript works, dated 1840-42, in the same hand; 'The
Dying student' ([5]ff) and 'On the fragmental Roman pavement discover'd beneath the
foundations of the French Protestant Church in Threadneedle St' ([2]ff), the former
with the partially erased inscription '...Chambers' at end.
A remarkable clutch of apparently unpublished poetry, three of which feature London
in the early Victorian era.
The first two items, worked versions of 'The Silken Sleeve' are intimately concerned
with the history of the City of London; as much the leading character of the poem as
the love story for which it serves as the backdrop. The reader is taken from Coleman
Street, to the Church of St. Lawrence Jewry, through Goldsmith's Hall, St. Peters
Church, Westcheap, and St. Pauls Cross. En route, the tales of Gog and Magog,
Bowbell and the Mercer's Guild, via London City fair, are shared with the reader.
Extended from a two book original (c. 8500 words) into a three book, apparently final
version (c. 9500 words), the multiple alterations and emendations present an
interesting example of early Victorian verse revision method.
£ 1,250
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GEORGE MEREDITH'S COPY

5)

COIGNET, Capitaine. Les cahiers du capitaine coignet (1799-1815). Publies
a'pres le manuscrit original par loredan larchey.
Paris. Librairie Hachette et Cie, 1889. Nouvelle edition revue et corrigee.
8vo. [4], xxxi, [1], 494pp. With half-title. Finely bound in red half morocco, gilt,
buckram boards. Original printed paper wrappers bound in. George Meredith's
copy, with his ink inscription to head of upper wrapper. A fine copy.
A beautifully presented late nineteenth-century edition of Jean-Roch Coignet's
Napoleonic military notebooks once owned by George Meredith. We are told by
Paul Valery, who visited him at Boxhill, that Meredith kept a large number of
french books including the memoirs of Bougogne and Coignet and was especially
fond of Napoleon.
£ 375
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LEWIS CARROLL'S COPY

6) [DODGSON, C. L.]. PATON, J. Noel. Spindrift.
Edinburgh. William Blackwood and Sons, 1867. First edition.
8vo. [iii]-viii, [2], 188pp. With half title and dedication leaf. Original publisher's
green cloth, gilt. Very slightly rubbed to extremities, a little creasing to lower board,
text block a little shaken. Charles Dodgson's copy, with his pencilled monogram
'CLD' to FEP.
Charles Dodgson's copy of the only edition of English painter, illustrator and poet
Sir Joseph Noel Paton's collection of poems Spindrift, which features several pieces
inspired by Scottish and Celtic folklore and history. Paton's work, most especially
his depictions of fairies, had long captivated Dodgson. He approached the artist in
1868, following an introduction from George Macdonald, as a possible illustrator
for Alice Through the Looking Glass. The Scottish artist declined, questioning 'why
anybody under the sun save only John Tenniel should be entrusted with the work'.
Sold at the 1947 Sotheby's Leicester Harmsworth sale, this copy has since featured
in the same rooms (2000) and at the 2017 dispersal of the Tom Schuster collection
at Mallams, Oxford.
Lovett, Lewis Carroll Among His Books 1510.
£ 1,250
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ENGLISH TOBACCO POETRY

7)

HAUSTED, Peter. Hymnus tabaci; a poem In honour of Tabaco. Heroically
Composed by Raphael Thorius: Made English by Peter Hausted Mr. of Arts
Camb..
London. Printed by T.N. for Humphrey Moseley..., 1651. First edition.
8vo. 73, [7], 8pp. Eighteenth-century half-russia, gilt, marbled boards. Marbled
boards slightly rubbed to extremities, occasional spotting to text, else a fine
copy.
A handsome copy of the first English translation of Oxford-educated Flanders
physician Raphael Thorius's original neo-Latin hexameters dedicated to
tobacco (London, 1626), translated by Cambridge-educated playwright and
Anglican clergyman Peter Hausted (c.1605-1644). Best known for his
provocative comedy The Rival Friends, this posthumously published translation
is thought to have been made whilst Hausted was an undergraduate. Included
at the end of this volume is a translation of Thorius' Cheimonopegnion, or a
Winter Song, which also featured in the original 1626 Latin edition.
ESTC R203756. Sabin 95621. Wing T1040.
£ 950
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A PANOPLY OF LONDON PLAY BOOKS AND LIBRETTOS

8) MOZART, W. A. Il flauto magico; o I misteri d'iside. The Magic
Flute; or, the mysteries of isis. A Grand Romantic Opera, in Two Acts, as
represented at the king's theatre, in the haymarket. The music by W.A. Mozart.
The Translation by W. Jos. Walter.
London. Printed by W. Glindon, 1819.
[6], 113pp. Ink inscription to head of title (?) 'S.B.'.
[Collected, in two uniformly bound albeit differently sized volumes, with: twenty
further London printed plays, operas, collections of songs and a single guide
book to The Monument, including:]
SHAKESPEARE, William. Shakspeare's Tragedy of King Lear. Printed chiefly
from nahum tate's edition, with some restorations from the original text, By
R.W. Elliston. London. Printed by J. Tabby, Theatre Royal, 1820. xii, 68pp.
[SHAKESPEARE, William]. Songs, Duettos, Glees, and Choruses, introduced
in the comedy called Twelfth Night, selected entirely from the Plays, Poems, and
Sonnets of shakspeare. Acted at the theatre royal, covent garden, The Overture
and whole of the Musick Composed, and Selected from Morley, Ford,
Ravenscroft, Saville, Sir John Stevenson, Winter, &c. and the glees arranged by
Mr. Bishop. London. Printed by E. Macleist, [s.d.]. 15pp, [1].
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[LONDON]. The column, called the monument, described, erected to perpetuate the Dreadful Fire of
London in the year 1666; of the rebuilding the city Under the Inspection of that great Architect
Christopher Wren, Knt... London. Printed by J. Bryan...for Charles Chapman, Keeper of the Monument, [c.1820s].
22pp. With woodcut frontispiece of the monument. Inscribed S. Biddlecombe to head of first leaf.
[SCOTT, Walter]. Songs, Glees, Choruses, &c. in Rob Roy Macgregor; or, auld lang syne! A musical
drama, in three acts. Founded on the popular novel of rob roy... London. Printed for John Miller...by B
McMillan, 1818. 13pp, [1].
8vo (in two sizes). Two volumes. Finely bound in contemporary polished half-calf, gilt, spines richly so,
marbled boards by W. Witheys, Bridgewater, with their ticket to FEP of one volume. Some surface
rubbing and a little worming to joints, else a fine and tightly bound pair.
An unusually coherent and contemporaneously bound collection of (largely) play books and librettos
for performances at the Theatre Royal, Covent Garden and Haymarket theatres dating from the 1790s1820s, but largely clustered around 1820.
Whilst the whole is certainly more impressive than the constituent parts, the bi-lingual Italian/English
libretto of Mozart's Magic Flute, performed at His Majesty's Theatre only 8 years after the first London
performance at the neighbouring Haymarket Theatre, must surely be a highlight. It is rare; COPAC and
OCLC locate only three copies in the UK (BL, Cambridge, Oxford) and two elsewhere (Harvard,
Waterloo).
Similarly, the undated collection of Songs, Duettos, Glees, and Choruses heavily adapted, to considerable commercial
success, by Reynolds and Bishop from Twelfth night and first performed in 1820 is a rare survival; OCLC locates a
single copy, at Michigan.
[More details for this item are available on request.]
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WITH AN ARTILLERY MAN'S MANUSCRIPT ADDITIONS

9) [ROYAL MILITARY ACADEMY, WOOLWICH]. Treatises on
mechanical drawings: on the arms in use: on permanent fortification: the attack
and defence of fortresses: and on military marines. Compiled by the professor
and instructors, and printed for the use of The Gentlemen Cadets, at the royal
military academy, woolwich.
Woolwich. Printed by E. Jones, Library, Thomas Street, January, 1847.
A rare, locally-printed and immensely detailed textbook of military engineering
and artillery produced for the officer-cadets of the Royal Military Academy at
Woolwich, which features, for example, the early-modern theories of Vauban on
fortification alongside the modern suggestions of Le Brun on countermining.
COPAC locates only two copies in British libraries, at BL and the Institute of
Civil Engineers; OCLC adds four further, at Columbia, Michigan, NY Historical
Society and the US Military Academy library.
Added to this volume are the manuscript cadet notes, featuring both sketch
diagrams and more formal, detailed hand-executed plans on fortification, of
Cadet Ralph Gore, who later progressed to the rank of Lt. Colonel in the Royal
Artillery.
£ 950
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SHAKESPEARE RECEIVED IN DRURY LANE

10) [SHAKESPEARE, William]. [THEATRE
ROYAL]. [Five playbills advertising different comedies, tragedies and
histories performed at the Theatre Royal, Covent-Garden].
[London]. [s.i.], [1813-4].
Folio. Dimensions c. 200 x 290mm. Five single-leaf folio broadside
playbills, consisting of:
Theatre Royal, Covent-Garden This present Wednesday, October 13,
1813, Will be acted (2d) time the Tragedy of Othello...
Theatre Royal, Covent-Garden This present Monday, October 25,
1813, Will be acted Shakspeare's Tragedy of Romeo and Juliet...
Theatre Royal, Covent-Garden This present Wednesday, November
10, 1813, Will be acted (third time) Shakspeare's Historical Play of
King Henry the Fifth; Or, The Conquest of France...
Theatre Royal, Covent-Garden This present Monday, November 15,
1813, Will be revived Shakspeare's Play of Antony and Cleopatra.
With Alterations, and with additions by Dryden...
Theatre Royal, Covent-Garden This present Tuesday, January 25th,
will be acted Shakspeare's Tragedy of Macbeth...
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Occasional chipping/marking to extremities, some headlines trimmed, small repaired hole and inked numeral to Henry V, without loss of
sense. Four of this clutch of playbills feature manuscript notes of the state of the house and timings of curtains.
An interesting clutch of playbills for Regency performances of Shakespeare at the Theatre Royal, Drury Lane, in the immediate aftermath
of the opening of the present incarnation of the theatre, designed by English architect Benjamin Dean Wyatt (1775–1852) and seating
around 3000.
Notable actors featured in these performances include Helen Faucit as Juliet and Desdemona, J.P. Keble as Macbeth, Charles Matthews as
the lead of 'a New Farce, called the Invisible Bridegroom' and Grimaldi as the Cloth in Harlequin & the Swans.
£ 750
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FIRST EDINBURGH EDITION

11) SMITH, Adam. An inquiry into the natures and causes of the wealth of
nations...with a life of the author. Also, a view of the doctrine of Smith compared with that of
the french economists; with a method of facilitating the study of his works; from the french of
m. garnier. In three volumes.
Edinburgh. Printed for William Creech, 1806. First Edinburgh edition.
8vo. In three volumes. [3]-8, [iii]-v, [1], xxxiii, [1], xxxiii-lxiii, [1], 360; vi, 512, [4]; v, [1], 445pp,
[52]. Without half-titles, but with a terminal advertisement leaf to the final volume. Exquisitely
bound in contemporary tree calf, gilt, contrasting morocco lettering-pieces. Slight bumping to
corners, else a fine copy of a book rarely found as such. Bookplate of 'R.B. More Esq' to FEPs.
The copyright of Adam Smith’s classical economic exposition of enlightened self-interest,
commonly known as the Wealth of Nations (London, 1776), expired in 1805. Remarkably, no
Scottish printed edition had appeared until Glaswegian printers’ J. & J. Scrymgeour’s ‘new
edition’ of that same year, which was the first to include a biography of the author (largely, but
not exclusively drawn from work by Dugald Stewart), and also the first to include Germain
Garnier’s critical ‘View of the Doctrine of Smith, compared with that of the French
Economists’. This edition, published by William Creech, of Edinburgh, which uses the same
biography and critical study, but reformatted and with a preliminary note of explanation, was
the primary model for many subsequent three volume editions, despite the somewhat errant
preliminary numbering!
Mizuta 90.
£ 1,750
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SAVIOURS, SONGS, AND SINS

12) [STREET LITERATURE]. [A coherent collection of 59 British broadside ballads, slipsongs, songsters and chapbooks dating from
1790s-1820s].
Vs. Vs, [1790s-1820s].
Folio. 44 broadsides/slipsongs; 15 chapbooks/songsters. Bound together, neatly mounted (and occasionally sewn) on guards. Upper joint
cracking, some light soiling to endpapers and edges.
A remarkable collection of London- and provincially-printed street literature from the end of the ‘long eighteenth-century’, which provides
a representative selection of grisly and moral broadside ballads, single and conjoined slipsongs, educational chapbooks, popular song
collections and attractive carol sheets. The majority feature woodcuts; some rather well executed, others dreadfully crude.
Highlights include the broadside ballad The Leed’s Tragedy, or, the Bloody Brother (a tale of incest and murder), The Butcher’s Daughter’s Policy, Or,
Lustful Lord well fitted (a tale of a lusty nobleman who discovers he has inadvertently slept with a black woman), The sleeping beauty in the wood
(an apparently Nottinghamshire-printed chapbook of 1796) and Two Carols for Christmas (featuring Byrom’s popular ‘A Hymn for Christmas
Day’).
The collection was part of the recently dispersed contents of Hooton Pagnall Hall, near Doncaster, South Yorkshire - where it was
presumably assembled, judging from the binding, at the turn of the twentieth-century. Many other loose chapbooks featured in the same
dispersal; perhaps all were present on the estate since publication.
[More details for this item are available on request.]
£ 10,000
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Antiquates was established by Tom Lintern-Mole in 2007; we travel far
and wide to buy, sell and advise on rare books and manuscripts.

Concentrating on hand-press printing and early-modern manuscripts,
we pride ourselves on offering a varied selection of antiquarian works on
a diverse range of subjects, leaning towards the interesting, the
important, and the unusual.

We have a countryside bookshop in Wareham; we also issue printed and e-catalogues – do please ask if
you’d like to be added to our mailing list – and frequently exhibit at regional and national book fairs in
London, Bristol, Cambridge, Edinburgh, Oxford and York.

We also offer a valuation service (for either insurance or probate purposes), as well as advice on library
development.
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